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About This Game

Mix of logical puzzles where you have to use a key to open a drawer, and crazy puzzles, when you will have to be ingenious to
transform an object, like combining dyes and soap to create a useful mixture to help you

Help little Ben, who after a hard day of school, helplessly attends the kidnapping of his family and, being locked in the living
room, will have to go out to embark on a great adventure trying to find his family and thwart the horrible machination that is

preparing in the small town of Trouville-en-Perdurois!

Control an endearing character, with sometimes childish reactions, and discover with him a great number of places, sometimes
unusual such as the "crazy hospital", the big labyrinth of hedges, the old cemetery and many others, and learn what the

Nonocom will do ...

Voices and texts in full French!

Subtitles available in French and English.

Game and new demo available now on Windows, Linux and Osx
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Title: Where is my family
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Joël Keutgen
Publisher:
Wimfgame
Release Date: 11 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8

Processor: 1,5 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 compatible with 256 MB (Shared Memory not recommended)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: openAL compatible sound card

English,French
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I am in full agreement with alex010. This is a nice game or would be if it wasn't for the run time errors that plague it causing the
game to crash.. Sexeh indian magilou. A fun game, if you are into manager games and like baseball. Although baseball is not my
favourite sport, it is a pretty complex manager game. I will try it out some more and come back with a more detailed review, but
until now, I find it fun to play.. Try it and you won't be dissapointed. Nice combat, interesting format. Game requires decent
macro skill(of course for the win!). It has multiplayer which is awesome! 1 v 1. If you skilled you won. After 4 h playing I only
love it more.. Incredibly awesome game! Far better than Space Pirate Trainer, with good strategies and satisfying, useful
weapons. This is THE game of this type to get for Vive! And the price can't be beat either.. When i tested the Demo I was like:
nice! this game is actually ready to play! ( unlike a certain other Dragon game - you know which :P ) and upon EA release I was
curious what more the actual game has to offer.

unfortunately not much, just a few more areas to explore and stuff to kill (or I somewhat missed them?) and once your done
with act 1 you will get send to the "Roaming Grounds" as a place to just screw around a bit. So what to say? play the Demo and
ONLY buy the Game if you want to support the Developement of the Game.

if you haven't played the Demo and want to know a bit about the Game:
You play as the red Dragon Cyril, who has been awakened by pesky Humans building their "Nests" near your home and beeing a
nice Dragon you "politely" ask them to leave. Either by swinging your Claws, breathing fire or by simply eating them, which
will also heal you a bit.

The Graphics and animations serve their purpose, their are better graphic games, BUT as I said the gameplay is quite polished!
but again, there is not much to do as of yet. What's nice however, is that the Game is actually Voice acted and it's not bad IMO.
Personally I'd like more Dialogues and interactions from Cyril though - like when fighting.

you have 5 Versions of Enemies:

Sheep (good for healing - 1 hit kill)

Peasents (take more dmg - less healing)

Swordman

Archers

Guard Captain (Boss - can do lots of damage and also extinguish fire)
what sucks IMO is that their are no indicators of your current objectives. like Kill all humans at the pass \/ burn all
buildings, so you might get stuck searching for every single thing.
and also a better indicator of enemy locations would be nice, since they are a bit small.

But this is just the EA Release and the game is supposed to leave EA in about a year, so let's see how it performs by
then! :D. Super Metroid, but as a procedurally generated rogue-like with tons of new elements and an amazing setting.
Nearly a dream come true. Deserves a LOT more attention then it got!. Literally the worst gamethat has ever existed. It's
the funniest game ever! XD. Except when you realise this person put all that work in on... this... :(

Graphics, gameplay, audio, physics, controls and every other aspect is a total fail. So funny and so sad, I didn't even
know what to do. This game needs a complete overhaul of everything.. If you are thinking of buying this to be able to
plat the campaign with a friend, forget it, multiplayer only has waves of enemies in an arena type of game play.
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I personally love heroes(although I acknowledge that they are pretty bad) and this DLC adds most of the good E hero support to
the game, unfortunately, the other support is not very good, but still worth it.. This is just doom with a Noah\u2019s ark skin. I
love it.... NOT SHOWING IN MY GAME.... FAKE DLC?. Edit: The bug is fixed! New review here: Good game, CAN
recommend!

First let me say that this game is really fun and beautiful! But my fun stopped when I encountered a bug with the donkey. I've
seen post from others who report the same thing; donkey is "stuck" behind warehouse and wont deliver corpses. I've tried
everything and can't find any solution. The was fully realesed in august last year and it's sad that there is no fix.
The game is kinda unplayable until it's fixed, so I can't recommend.. welp, since this game doesnt get as much attention and
basically is dead (which is really unfortunate) i will now write my review about "space - The return of the pixxelfzarrer"

Lets start with the obvious, the game is not a beauty, but its not intented to be the most awesome looking game out there, well, at
least i hope it isnt ;D
A game doesnt need to look good, to be a good game, just look at masterpieces like dwarf fortress, its plain looking, but offers
so much depth like no other title.
So does Space - tRotP, but its stand outs are exploration.
You are able to skale the difficulty, and the harder the game gets, more areas and enemies are unlocked, and im not talking
about just a few elites here and there, nope, while playing the game you suddenly stumble across clouds of bubble monsters,
giant lazer- minefields, a "borg-like" race, motherships of all kinds and shapes, roaming swarms of drones, .... hell, even i didnt
see everything yet.
Hell, you can even blow up freaking stars, and use them as wormholes, the possibilities are endless.

One might say the combat is not extraordinarry complicated (mostly due to the fact that its 2d) and he might be right to some
extend, but it offers a lot of customisation: you have 2 weapon slots, wich you can use for either a lazerbeam or a standart
spamgun. Sounds dire? wait, thats not all, you can augment both of those slots with a variety of upgrades, and combine them for
really interessting effects.
And you have 5 slots for your ship augments, for example a simple heal, a shield, or do you want to sent a swarm of killerdrones
at your enemy?

Earlier i said the game shines on its exploration part, yes, indeed, while you can always teleport back to your starting planet, you
can only upgrade flat stats on your "garage", but this wont do. The game actually forces you to go out there and visit space,
because you can only progress (meaning getting your very important augments) when you find another planet, that has a
merchant. AND again, merchants only offer you a limited amount of stuff, and while they may refresh their stock, its always
better to search for more merchants, instead of just babysit there.

The game doesnt seem really challenging at first, but be warned, it can be really hard if you think guns blazin is the way to go.
Especially when the game difficulty gets a little bit started, the game likes to use the secret art of "throwing so
much\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665at you that you cant even see what hit you". Kkeeping a cool head is key in later
battles, and knowing when to retreat and come back later really helps, ESPECIALLY when you want to take out a fortress of
enemies.

all in all, its a solid game, not a blockbuster, but a secret pearl in this whirlpool of narrow rollercoster- gamedesign we have
these days

i say its a 9 \/ 11. I had to try it..it will just be 3.99 in my steam wallet..This game is bad..Zombies crawl around and thats kinda
cool. Thats it, they spawn from nowhere, you cant leave your zone, when they attack they dont even need to be next to you or be
swinging at you. They just need to be close to cause damage. The graphics are horrible with no way to change it ..you get high
medium low..thats it no options. Game doesn't restart right, I also had to quit using task manager quit button doesn't even work.
There are some games that are so bad they're still fun to play..Not this one. I figured 3.99 why not..It's really not good. I blew
the leg off a zombie and this sucker just skated across the terrain lol, didnt even hop. I may keep it for a few days and see if it
gets patched because the basics seem broke. The way they attack ruin it..I will update this if they fix anything and anyone cares.
The graphics are so off color evrything blends together, I dont know if its lens flare chromatic abreation or what but I find the
color scheme annoying. This game has blown me away honestly for a survival game. I've starved to death, died of thirst, froze
solid trying to build a fire, been torn apart by a pack of wolves, made my last stand against a wondering hoard of
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mutants\/zombies. Bled out in the back room of a long forgotten house in the woods. Don't believe the negative reviews posted
by people who think a survival is building a base and having it fully stocked all within a hour of game play. Hands down I've had
a complete blast on here with firends and making new ones. Progress wise with the game is slow on the dev side but it is
fantastic, they still work on it and I hope one day they pick up some steam on it and focus more on it to finish cause they have a
great great product here.. Get this DLC if you thought fighting the exploding blue guys was fun.
Because they added enemies even more annoying.. Game breaking issue. No sound and no response to A to continue. Can't use
Xbox controller, but if I push the A on the keyboard i can continue on. I can cycle the pinball machines with the trigger but
cannot access the machine with the Touch controllers. Sad to see this is a continuing error that hasn't been addressed. Returning
the game and buying from the oculus store.... Plot\/Plot would plot again
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